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Introduction
The Nissan GTR comes from a long line of performance production Japanese ‘Super
Cars’. In this country the GTR is best known for dominating group A touring cars in the
early 90’s, and subsequently conquering Mount Panorama. The R32 GTR took out the
Bathurst trophy in 1991 and 1992 gaining it the cult status nickname ‘Godzilla’. The
Skyline GTR is the ideal platform for a competitive edge in motorsport.
I am a passionate motorsport enthusiast and participate in a wide range of
motorsports, but my forte lies in tarmac touring rallies. As the Vice President of a fast
growing Victorian CAMS affiliated car club - Skylines Australia-Vic (SAUVIC), I have a
high profile and am widely respected in the motorsport community. In 2004 I co-developed
the extremely popular SAUVIC DECA Series, which tests the skills of competitors across
a range of tarmac autocross, sprints and short circuit events. I have competed in the last
three Alphera Dutton Rally’s with excellent results finishing 10th outright in a field of 184 in
2005 followed up by a 7th outright in 2006 in a field of 165. I have high expectations for
the up coming 2008 Alphera Dutton Rally.
Goals
The aim for the R33 GTR V-Spec is to be a consistent performer in circuit events,
whilst still being a full street-trim registered vehicle to comply with rally regulations. The
car has undergone continuous development over the last four years, with modifications
aimed at allowing us to manage strong circuit times and consistently perform in tarmac
rallies. My short term goal is to compete in as many of Australia’s top competitive tarmac
rallies, touring rallies and sprint events as possible to further develop my skills in a car that
simulates a full race environment. The long term plan is to use the car as a steppingstone in becoming recognised as a race driver and furthermore develop a racing career.
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Phillip Island Sprints

Benefits

Benefits
Sponsorship offers your company a unique and highly visible method of increasing
product and brand awareness to the public. Adam Newton and myself have participated in
several events worthy of national media exposure. The Dutton Rally, AutoSalon, Calder
Rally Masters, Australian Drift Championship, Multi-Club Sprint events and Motorkhana’s.
Motor sport sponsorship can become the focus of a total marketing campaign aimed at a
key buying audience, while providing the following:
•

State-wide marketing via events, and new national marketing via affiliated web sites.
Please visit www.skylinesaustralia.com to see the full potential of who can see your
name with a base of 30,000 users.

•

Broad range of event exposure.

•

Media exposure - The Dutton Rally is televised on Channel 9 Australia wide as well as
being covered in a number of magazines and repeated throughout the year on Foxtel.

•

Increased brand awareness.

•

Cost effective form of advertising aimed at car enthusiasts, whose career paths span
multiple marketplaces.

•

Sets your company apart from others. Your association with a highly recognisable car
would establish your company as bold and innovative within the motor sport
community and professionals herein.
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Trade Shows
Sponsor stickers will be placed predominantly on the vehicle and best efforts will be
made to have the car will be available for company corporate days at your request.

Web / Brochures / Pamphlets / Word of Mouth
Sponsors will be clearly shown on all print material that is used to promote
the car and we will be able to distribute your promotional material at events
(regulations permitting). Web site promotion with an online community is a powerful tool.
When you are seen to be supporting others people take notice of who you are. Motor sport is
filled with professional business minded people in high positions, therefore advertising in this
highly sociable environment is a quick and easy method of promoting your products and
services to the right people.

Media - DVD’s and Magazines
Skylines often feature in car magazines and DVD’s from strong results in the motor sport
events attended. This car has previously been in Auto Speed, Zoom Magazines and Motor
sport news.

Car Shows
I regularly enter the GTR in various major car shows and community visible events
throughout the year. These include a huge representation at Melbourne’s AutoSalon and the
Melbourne Fosters F1 GP static lawn display. Autosalon averages 100,000 people through
the door over two days.

Track Meets
I currently compete in various motor sport events including circuit racing, tarmac rallies,
touring rallies, drifting and drag racing. The GTR is regularly at the top of the results in most
events attended. Sponsors are invited to attend any event and will be given the opportunity for
passenger participation if available. Major sponsors will be seen in the results as the entrant.
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Dutton Rally — 2007
Shepparton Airport

Primary
Events

The Dutton Rally

- http://www.duttonrally.com

The current focus of this sponsorship proposal is to raise the funds necessary to enter and
compete in the 2008 Alphera Dutton Rally - Victoria. The Dutton rally is a three day of highly
competitive motor sport spanning a multitude of taxing events. The Dutton Rally is covered in all
major motoring magazines, Wheels, Motor, Speed, Fast Fours and Unique Cars Magazine. The
Dutton Rally is supported by national television coverage on Channel 9 presented by Q Media with
a Saturday afternoon half hour and one hour special about the rally, the highs and lows, and
repeated on Fox Sports. This highly competitive and eye catching car will surely be a feature of the
rally and is certain to appear in the media as was the case in 2006 and 2007. I believe I have the
car, co-driver and necessary skills to place in the top five in 2008, but the outright victory is
ultimately the main goal.
For the upcoming Dutton Rally starting on May 16th, 2008, Adam Newton will be co-driving
the car for the second year running. Adam is widely recognised for his contribution to the Australian
drifting scene where he introduced the sport to Australian racing circuits. In 2006 Adam was the
first driver in Australia to be driving a factory backed car in the Australian drifting series. Adam has
regularly featured on ‘The Car Show’ as a guest drift expert presenter. In 2006 Adam finished 2nd
in his class at the Dutton Rally. Adam has proven to be quite capable of achieving top results on
the track in preliminary testing and we are confident in the team’s ability to achieve a top five finish
in Dutton 2008.
This event is financially taxing when competing at the top level. For us this means a large
financial outlay in the lead up to the event with new tyres, brakes pads, oils, fuel, race prep,
shakedown days and entry fees. In 2008 we hope to have the funds to compete in the National
series.
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Nissan Skyline R33 GTR V-Spec (2.6lt Twin Turbo, 4WD)
Power: 350kw at the rear wheels on 98 octane fuel!
The GTR has had undergone a full forged engine rebuild in preparation for this years Dutton
The twin low mount turbo’s have been replaced with Garrett aftermarket turbo’s running at 21 PSI of
boost pressure. Suspension and brakes have also been heavily upgraded.
Track times
Winton - 1m 35.4sec
Calder Park - 1m 04.8sec
Wakefield Park - 1m 06.7sec

Phillip Island - 1m 47.3sec
Sandown - 1m 19.3sec
Eastern Creek - 1m 49.1sec

1/4 Mile - 11.79 at 119MPH

Event’s and Media
Calder Rally Masters 2006 - 2nd Outright
2005 - Skylines Australia Circuit Championship - 1st Outright.
2005, 2006, 2007 Skylines Australia Motorkhana Champion - 1st Outright.
Motorsport News Magazine March’06 - Calder Rally Masters
Zoom Magazine - Issue 97 - DECA Day article
Dutton VIC 2005 - 13th Team, 19th Driver, 10th Co-Driver, 2nd in Class
Dutton VIC 2006 - 6th Team, 6th Driver, 7th Co-Driver, 2nd in Class
Dutton VIC 2007 - 17th Team, 14th Driver, 22nd Co-Driver, 11 Fastest event times (Mechanical failure
saw our team miss 9 events and claw back from 47th outright at the start of day 2)
Ignition DVD 2006 - Dutton VIC Special (Short Clip)
Dutton TV coverage - 2005 - Clips of the car featured on Speed Week televised on SBS. Coverage
repeated on Fox Sports. Dutton TV coverage - 2006 - Clips of the car featured on Saturday afternoon
Channel 9 timeslot (The Car Show), Coverage repeated on Foxtel.
Dutton Rally TV Special - 2007 - Clips of the car featured on the Saturday afternoon Channel 9 half
hour special and one hour special. Coverage repeated multiple times on Fox Sports.
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Dutton Rally - 2006

Sponsor
Packages

Silver Sponsor
As a Silver Sponsor you will be promoting primary events, namely the Dutton Rally.
Sponsorship will go towards the entry fee and consumables needed to setup the car
prior to competition. No GST is payable on sponsorships.
Silver Sponsor package - $1000 + Signage (estimated $250)
As a Silver Sponsor, you can expect to receive:
•

A certificate of sponsorship appreciation

•

A “Team Wang Racing” stubby holder

•

A minimum of three stickers placed on both sides of the car and / or bonnet and
rear bar at a size of 30cm x 10cm (depending on the logo and artwork.)

•

Car to remain signed up as a promotional vehicle for three months after the rally

•

Signage will be placed on other areas of the vehicle.

•

With strong results the car will be appearing with a story and coverage on The Car
Show - Dutton Special with mentions of the sponsor. The audience reach of this
program is over 300,000 nationally

•

A Skylines Australia Sticker, and Lanyard

•

Copies of any DVD’s or magazines produced from major events
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Gold Sponsor
The Gold major sponsor is a full support role. A Gold sponsor will have their logo and artwork
displayed prominently on the vehicle at all major events. No GST is payable on sponsorships.
Gold Sponsor package - $4,000 - $5,000 + Signage (estimated $400)
As a Gold Sponsor, you can expect to receive:
•

A certificate of sponsorship appreciation

•

A “Team Wang Racing” stubby holder

•

Major signage on both sides of the car from the door to the rear quarter or if preferred a large
major sticker covering the rear windscreen. Signage will be placed on other areas of the vehicle.

•

Car to remain signed up as a promotional vehicle for six months after the rally and the Car will be
competing in other track events during this time which will give extra publicity.

•

With strong results the car will be appearing with a story and coverage on The Car Show - Dutton
Special with mentions of the sponsor. The audience reach of this program is over 300,000
nationally.

•

Both Driver & Co Driver to wear merchandise from gold sponsor.

•

Car will be available for publicity shoots and at other events to represent major sponsors.
(conditions apply).

•

A Skylines Australia Polo Shirt and Lanyard

•

Media representation from all events

•

Your name as the entrant of the vehicle, which will appear in all results.

•

Copy’s of the DVD’s or magazines produced from major events.

•

An invitation to attend events for passenger laps
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Dutton Rally - 2005

Thank
You

Thank You
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for reading this proposal, I hope my
enthusiasm and goals can be combined with your business’ marketing campaigns to
benefit both parties. If you have any queries regarding this proposal please fell free to
contact Adam or myself on the details below:

Driver - Chris Thomson

m: 0418 390 299

e: cthomson@techprecision.com.au

Co-Driver - Adam Newton

m: 0419 504 338

e: adam-newton@hotmail.com
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